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With the rapid development of global wireless technology, traditional mobile 
already become a multimedia hand-held devices from the simple communication 
equipment. Nowadays, cell phone may be a telephones, play station, music player, 
paper reader and wireless Internet terminals, etc. Thus a lot of enterprises are listed on 
NASDAQ, such as TOM, Kongzhong, Linktone, etc. They provide wireless 
value-added services for about five million mobile customers in China relying on the 
China's three biggest operators. With the global economic integration and wireless 
network economic rapid development and expansion, the competition between 
enterprises is focus on not only the market resources and market share, but also the 
competition of the human resources. The outstanding phenomenon is the competition 
of the salesmen. 
Since the foundation in 2004, YQ Company has gradually become the largest 
music copyright agent after several years of development based on wireless music 
copyright. Recently the company has the neck bottle of improvement because of brain 
draining. One of the key reasons is the company lacks of understanding of the 
performance management system, only for the inspection and assessment, unable to 
inspire the initiative and creativity of the talents. This paper analyzes the theory of the 
performance management and the company's actual situation due to the existed 
problem, tries to setup the performance management system which constructed the 
balanced scorecard as the frame and key performance indicators as the main body 
based on the company strategy. 
Although the new performance management system of the YQ Company just 
runs for a short time and still exists some problems, it has begun to improve the 
human-resource management of the company and supported the further development 
of the company. This paper hope to cause the attention of the peer enterprises even 
other domestic enterprise peer through the research and discussion of the design 
process of the performance management, and find a new way of the development of 
the wireless internet enterprise, especially period with reference to the developing 
enterprise.  
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